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Constituent quarks as colour effective particles
The first successful steps in understanding the internal structure of hadrons were made in 60's by introducing an idea of constituent quarks, according to which baryons are three-quark systems and mesons are quark-antiquark ones. Non-relativistic description of these systems gave rise to the systematization of low-lying states (SU(6) symmetry) and allowed one to work with constituent quarks as non-flying out objects due to the potential barrier. The weak point of this approach is its inapplicability to highly excited states. Later on, experimental and theoretical studies revealed more complicated structure of hadrons, constituent quarks being spatially separated clusters of the QCD particles. It allows us to consider the constituent quark as an effective particle, i.e. a "dressed quark" of the valence QCD-quark. 
Systematization of mesons in terms of constituent quarks
The systematization of mesons support the idea of constituent quarks. A decade ago, considerable progress was reached in the determination of highly excited meson states in the mass region 1950-2400 MeV. These results allowed us to systematize qq-meson states on the (n, M 2 ) and (J, M 2 ) planes, n being the radial quantum number of asystem with mass M and spin J. Thestates, n 2S+1 L J qq, fill in the following (n, M 2 ) trajectories: The linearity of (n, M 2 ) trajectories at M < ∼ 2.4 GeV with the universal slope µ 2 ≃ 1.15 GeV 2 was observed in [2] -in the region of large masses it was essentially based on meson spectra analyses in the pp annihilation [3] , partial wave analysis of π + π − π 0 production in twophoton collisions at LEP [4] and simultaneous K-matrix fit of a number of meson spectra [5] . Recently performed K-matrix analyses [6] confirm the linearity of trajectories.
In Fig. 5 , one can see states, f 0 (1200 − 1400) and f 2 (2000) , which are extra for thesystematics. They are glueballs: scalar [7, 8] and tensor [9] ones (hadronic decays tell us that f 0 (1200 − 1400) and f 2 (2000) are nearly flavour singlet). 
Spectral integral equation for qq mesons and confinement
In low-energy physics we can work with constituent quarks as with standard particles but taking into account their confinement. Quantum mechanics, see Fig. 6 , show the way to prevent quarks to leave the confinement trap: for thesystem one should introduce a barrier at r ∼ r hadron .
The relativistic generalization of the calculation technique was performed in terms of the dispersion relation method [10] -correspondingly, for bb, cc andmesons.
3.1
Calculation results formesons: masses and wave functions
In thesector, by fitting to the interaction, there were found wave functions and mass values of mesons lying on the following (n, M 2 ) trajectories:
The linearity of trajectories on the (n, M 2 ) plane (experimentally -up to large n values, n ≤ 7) gives us the t-channel singularity: V conf ∼ 1/q 4 or, in the coordinate representation, V conf ∼ r. In the coordinate representation the confinement interaction can be written in the following potential form:
The spectral integral equation for theqq-meson wave function was solved by introducing a cut-off into the interaction: r → re −µr . The cut-off parameter is small, µ ∼ 1 − 10 MeV. In general, keeping in mind that in the framework of spectral integral method (as in the dispersion technique) the total energy is not conserved, we have to write:
Recall that k 1 and k 2 are momenta of the initial quark and antiquark, while k ′ 1 and k ′ 2 are those after the interaction. The index ⊥ means that we use components perpendicular to the total momentum p = k 1 + k 2 for the initial state and to p ′ = k
for the final state.
3.2 Simple example of the spectral integral equation: the pion state (J 
Photon wave function
The photon wave function has two components: the soft and hard ones. The hard component is related to the point-like vertex γ → qq, it is responsible for the production of a quarkantiquark pair at high photon virtuality. The soft component is responsible for the production of low-energy quark-antiquark vector states such as ρ 0 , ω, φ(1020) and their excitations.
The photon wave function for thesystem reads:
The photon wave function has been found under the assumption of the vertex universality for u and d quarks,
It looks rather trustworthy because of the degeneracy trajectories of ρ and ω states.
Transition form factors
In Fig. 9 , one can see the results of the calculation of transition form factors π 0 , η, η ′ → γ(Q 2 )γ, which appeared to be in a good agreement with experimental data.
Using the same technique as for the meson → γ * (Q 2 )V amplitude, we can write the formulae for the transition form factors of the pseudoscalar mesons π 0 , η, η
2 ). The general structure of the amplitude for these processes is as follows:
In terms of the light-cone variables (x, p) the amplitude for the form factor π 0 → γ
2 ) reads:
where
The factor √ N c appears owing to the definition of the colour wave function for the photon which differs from that for the pion: in the pion wave function there is a factor 1/ √ N c while in the photon wave function this factor is absent.
In terms of the spectral integrals over the (s, s ′ ) variables, the amplitude for
where λ(s, s
i , Θ(X > 0) = 1 and Θ(X < 0) = 0. In the radiative decays ρ, ω → γπ we face two mechanisms: a bremsstrahlung emission of a photon q → γ + q, with a subsequent transition→ π, and a bremsstrahlung-type emission of a pion q → π + q, with a subsequent annihilation→ γ. The key point in the calculation of the ρ, ω → γπ decays is to know thewave functions of the pion and vector mesons, ρ and ω, as well as the wave function of the photon γ → qq. The pion bremsstrahlung constant for the process q → πq is determined by the pion-nucleon coupling constant g 
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Decay ρ → ππ
The study of ρ → ππ demonstrates us that in this decay, apart from the pion bremsstrahlung processes, we should include into consideration the Gribov quark exchange [13] .
The Gribov's transition→ ππ, see Fig. 12c , is necessary for the numerical description of the ρ(775) → ππ decay width. However, the structure of the→ ππ amplitude is not determined unambiguously -there remains a freedom in choosing the singularity. The estimate of the amplitude→ ππ for different interaction versions has been done in [14] .
The calculation of amplitudes demonstrates that for the quark confinement principally decisive is the singular interaction: 1/t 2 ⊥ -just because of this interaction the quark singularities are absent in the decay amplitudes. Correspondingly, the amplitudes are real in the physycal region. The Gribov's singularity plays another and very important role. The matter is that the bremsstrahlung-type radiation of pions (i.e. the radiation coming from the region of the confinement trap) is rather large. Were it the only possible process, it would lead to a broad decay width of the ρ meson, ∼ 2000 MeV. But the process with Gribov's singularity prevents such a "smearing", -it looks like the only way for keeping the ρ meson as a comparatively narrow state.
5.1
Self-energy part ρ → ππ → ρ
Up to now we neglect the reverse influence of the ππ channel upon the characteristics of the ρ meson. To take it into account one needs to consider the two-channel (qq, ππ) equation, see Fig. 14.
A small value of the (ρ (qq) → ππ) width allows us to simplify the equation of Fig. 14 -see Fig. 15 . Then, we have a standard one-channel equation for ρ (qq) where ρ (qq) is a purestate. The ππ channel reveals itself in the self-energy part ρ (qq) → ππ → ρ (qq) .
One can see that the self-energy part B(s, M 2 ρ(qq) ) determines the admixture of the ππ component in the ρ meson, and the amplitude has hadron singularities only; quark cuttings give zero contributions.
Indeed, with this self-energy part, B(s, M 2 ρ(qq) ), one transforms the propagator of a purestate: 
, thus providing us with a rather small value of the mass shift in the region of
5.2 Self-energy part B(s, M 2 ρ(qq) ) and confinement
The self-energy part of a purestate reads:
We should emphasize that the self-energy amplitude, despite the presence of the quark-antiquark state in intermediate states, have no corresponding imaginary part. This means the quark confinement. The only particles flying away are pions: the threshold singularity in the amplitude manifests just this fact.
Conclusion
The equations formesons, which are constructed in terms of dispersion relation technique (or spectral integral technique), are in certain respect similar to Schrödinger equations with infinite potential barrier. Spectral integral eqations, taking into account the relativism of constituents, make it possible to describe the confinedsystems and to calculate meson masses andwave functions. For the quark confinement, principally crucial are singular interactions [1] .
Singular interactions, imposing the confinement trap constraints, allow us to calculate the radiative decay amplitudes and widths: (qq) in → γ * → e + e − , (qq) in → γγ, (qq) in → γ(qq) out .
A special treatment is needed for reactions with the production of γπ and two-pion decay. Here we face the bremsstrahlung-type emission of pions (i.e., the emission coming from the region of the confinement trap). Besides, in the two-pion production, ρ → ππ, a special type of singular interaction must exist, namely, Gribov's singularity -it prevents a "smearing" of the ρ meson. So, the calculations tell us that in terms of the dispersion relation technique we need three types of diagrams for the description of the transition→ ππ: with the emision of a pion by quark, antiquark, and a simultaneous production of two pions that plays a role of a subtraction term in the interaction block.
The calculation of the self-energy part ρ → ππ → ρ demonstrates that the model of constituent quarks, in its standard version presented here, does not leave a room for the inclusion of the pion cloud into consideration. Indeed, along with pion cloud component, it is necessary to decrease the size and mass of the "qq bag" (R 
